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Confidence Level for Current APB Cost 50% -
The Independent Cost Estimate (ICE) to support the E-2D AHE Full Rate Production Decision Review, like all previous Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE) estimates, is built upon a product-oriented work breakdown structure; is based on historical actual cost information to the mazimum extent possible; and, most importantly, is based on conservative assumptions that are consistent with actual demonstrated contractor and government performance for a series of acquisition programs in which the Department of Defense has been successful.
It is difficult to calculate mathematically the precise confidence levels associated with life-cycle cost estimates prepared for Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs). Based on the rigor in methods used in building estimates, the strong adherence to the collection and use of historical cost information, and the review of applied assumptions, we project that it is about equally likely that the estimate will prove too low or too high for execution of the program described. 
2002
- 
Low Rate Initial Production
The Current Total LRIP Quantity is more than 10% of the total production quantity due to 15 aircraft being the minimum to maintain the industrial base and ensure successful transition to Full Rate Production.
The 15 planned LRIP aircraft (including one FY 2011 supplemental) represent 20% of the total quantity. The reduction in LRIP quantities is due to the production quantity ramp changes. 
Initial LRIP Decision

Target Price Change Explanation
The difference between the Initial Contract Price Target 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
Cost and Schedule Variance reporting is not required on this FFP contract. 
The unfavorable cumulative cost variance is due to the method of taking credit for performance on the air vehicle drawing effort. Recovery in this area is expected in the next few months.
The unfavorable cumulative schedule variance is due to delayed supplier reporting and immature schedule prior to Integrated Baseline Review (IBR) as well as delays in flight testing due to weather conditions. The IBR was conducted March 18-20, 2014.
Contract Comments
This is the first time this contract is being reported. 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to the replanning of other modifications earlier than scheduled to offset the delay due to a Naval Facilities stop work order issued to a Point Mugu, CA building contractor that affected the Hawkeye Integrated Training Systems-Aircrew (HITS-A) contract.
The unfavorable net change in the schedule variance is due to a Naval Facilities stop work order issued to a Point Mugu, CA building contractor that affected the the HITS-A contract work.
Contract Comments
This contract is more than 90% complete; therefore, this is the final report for this contract. 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable cumulative cost variance is due to less effort than originally anticipated for software engineering and manufacturing labor that was baselined using E-2C System Maintenance Trainer actual costs and Hawkeye Integrated Training Systems-Maintenance support equipment items being built by vendors rather than built in-house.
The unfavorable cumulative schedule variance is due to the subcontractor's being late to the original planned Performance Based Payments (PBP) accomplishments schedule against the updated PBP milestone plan but is favorably offset by software test and evaluation efforts being performed ahead of plan.
Contract Comments
This contract is more than 90% complete; therefore, this is the final report for this contract.
Formal Earned Value Management reporting by the contractor stopped November 2013. 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
Cost and Schedule Variance reporting is not required on this FFP contract.
Contract Comments
This is the first time this contract is being reported.
Deliveries and Expenditures
The above data is current as of 3/6/2014.
Actual quantity reflects delivery of System Development and Demonstration (SD&D) aircraft, SD&D #1 and #2; Pilot Production Aircraft #1, #2, and #3; LRIP Lot 1 #1 and #2, LRIP Lot 2 #1, #2, and #3, and LRIP Lot 3 #1 and #2. The E-2D AHE initial sustainment concept for E-2D AHE unique parts is Interim Contractor Support through Material Support Date (MSD) with common systems supported organically. For the period of MSD (1st Quarter FY 2016) through Navy Support Date (4th Quarter FY 2019), Naval Supply Systems Command Weapons System Support will support E-2D AHE unique systems through conventional and/or performance-based repair contracts with Original Equipment Manufacturers. With few exceptions, E-2D AHE unique systems have been designated as Core Capabilities and the program is pursuing the establishment of organic capabilities to comply with the U.S. Code Title 10 requirements. As these capabilities are established, business case analyses will be conducted to determine the best value sustainment strategies, whether it is organic or public-private partnership. The antecedent program is the E-2C Reproduction (E-2C). Annual costs for the antecedent program are based upon a three-year average of Naval Visibility and Management of Operating and Support Costs (VAMOSC) data from FY 2010 -FY 2012 where costs for the three years are summed and then divided by the sum of aircraft count for the three years. The average number of aircraft in the three-year VAMOSC dataset is 58.33. Since Naval VAMOSC does not capture Indirect Support costs, the E-2C Indirect Support cost is calculated by multiplying the E-2C Unit-Level Manpower by the ratio of E-2D AHE Indirect Support to E-2D AHE Unit-Level Manpower. 
